
$2 tokens will be sold at centralised ticket boxes for all rides throughout the event. All rides 
will be between 3-10 tokens each per person.

1 Token = $2  5 Tokens = $10
2 Tokens = $4 10 Tokens = $20
3 Tokens = $6 20 Tokens = $40 etc
4 Tokens = $8

You can buy any number of tokens.

Tokens are not refundable. 
All ticket boxes take cash and card.

TEA CUPS  3 Tokens or $6 Per Person

Everyone’s favourite the magical tea cups. Spin around 
and around in your cup and saucer. Parents can ride with 
children.

Octopus inflatable  3 Tokens or $6 Per Person

Little kids will just love this Octopus themed jumping castle.

Bulk buy purchase and 
SAVE! Purchase 60 tokens for $100, save $20! Available to pre purchase 

online or at all ticket boxes at the event.



Safari train  3 Tokens or $6 Per Person

Toot toot! The animals have taken over and will entertain 
young kids as they roll around on the train track. All aboard 
the Safari Train, but just watch out for that cheeky monkey 
hanging onto the back!

KIDS CAROUSEL  3 Tokens or $6 Per Person

Magical themed kids’ carousel with trucks, horses, rabbits, 
fire engines, racing cars and more. Parents can ride on the 
carousel with children.

WACKY SHACK  4 Tokens or $8 Per Person

Have a crack at the Wacky Shack Fun Factory. Wind your 
way through the wacky tricks and obstacles and then slide 
through the tree house in a twisted slide.

UFO ORBIT CARS  4 Tokens or $8 Per Person

Fun little bumper cars the little ones will love.



JUNGLE TWIST COASTER  

4 Tokens or $8 Per Person

It’s a spinning roller coaster ride for the whole family. You’ll 
be twisting and squealing around the track. This is bound 
to be the wild ride that you’ll go on again and again!

JUMBO JUNGLE SLIDE  4 Tokens or $8 Per Person

An inflatable slide the little kids will love!

Jumbo flying elephants  

4 Tokens or $8 Per Person

Take to the sky in these magnificent flying elephants. 
Control how high you fly. Parents can ride with children.

dragon coaster  4 Tokens or $8 Per Person

A mini roller coaster for the little ones themed in the shape 
of a dragon.



PIRATES NEST 4 Tokens or $8 Per Person

A mega 3 storey pirate themed fun factory with wobbly 
bridges, moving stairs and obstacles to dodge and weave 
through. Get to the end and shoot down the twistiest 
turniest slide ever!

ROCKIN TUG  4 Tokens or $8 Per Person

Jump aboard the tug boat and ride the seas. This fun ride 
for the whole family will have you twisting and turning 
around and around! Mum, Dad, Nan, pop and the little ones, 
everyone has fun on this one!

CARS 4 KIDS  4 Tokens or $8 Per Car

Like no other dodgem cars in Australia, younger children 
can ride the dodgems unaccompanied. Mum and dad’s 
face will light up when they watch their little ones driving a 
dodgem car on their own for the very first time!

FANTASY FLYER  4 Tokens or $8 Per Person

This flying chair ride is designed for the smaller children but 
can also accommodate accompanying parents. Riders fly 
high into the sky with a wave motion swinging the entire span 
of the outer perimeters.



euro slide  5 Tokens or $10 (3 slides per person)

Race your mates on the largest slide in the Southern 
Hemisphere. Never seen before in SA, there is over 50 
metres of fun over 8 lanes – who will be the quickest down 
the slide to the bottom.

sizzler  5 Tokens or $10 Per Person

The Sizzler is a white-knuckle family thrill ride that caters for 
most ages. With spins and speed, the Sizzler ride will excite 
everyone!

dragon castle  5 Tokens or $10 Per Person

Brave the ghosts and ghouls in this scary ghost train, this is 
one the whole family will love!

sky FLYER  5 Tokens or $10 Per Person

Get views of the city and Adelaide hills as you fly 35 metres 
into the air on this chair ride on steroids!



sky diver  5 Tokens or $10 Per Person

Thrill ride suitable for the whole family. Glide smoothly 
through the sky on the Skydiver ride.

ICE JET  5 Tokens or $10 Per Person

Are you ready for 100km forward then the same in reverse? 
If so then the Ice Jet Matterhorn is the ride for you – hold 
tight, hold tight – it’s dynamite!

dodgems  5 Tokens or $10 Per Car

Its everyone favourite! Bump, race and chase your mates on 
this huge Dodgem Car track.

break dance  5 Tokens or $10 Per Person 

One of Australia’s favourite thrill rides. The Break Dance will 
have you spinning, whipping around and around.



bungee tramps  6 Tokens or $12 Per Person

Spring metres in the air doing flips and tricks on the aerial 
bungees.

KAMIKAZE  6 Tokens or $12 Per Person

Swinging upside down, this super fun thrill ride is one the 
teenagers will love!

HARD ROCK  6 Tokens or $12 Per Person

Super fun teenage thrill ride is not for the faint hearted. 
Twisting, turning and spinning, will have you screaming for 
more!

CLIFF HANGER  5 Tokens or $10 Per Person 

Soar through the sky on this family attraction. Experience 
the feeling of hang gliding on this spinning ride.



crazy coaster  6 Tokens or $12 Per Person

A family favourite you will ride again and again. The Crazy 
Spinning Coaster will have you spinning, dipping, turning – 
it is so much fun the whole family will love!

NO LIMIT  
10 Tokens or $20 Per Person or $30 for 2 People

42 metres in the air, one of the biggest travelling thrill rides in 
Australia. It is not just the fast-swinging arm and the height that 
creates the action, the rotating gondola gives an additional kick to 
the loops the swinging arm makes.

PIRATE SHIP  5 Tokens or $10 Per Person

Sail the high seas on the classic Pirate Ship. Rock back and 
forth until reaching it’s highest point, a family favourite for all.


